Doctor of Education (Ed.D.) with an emphasis in K-12 Leadership

Completion of the Ed.D. with an emphasis in K-12 Leadership requires 57 semester hours of post-master's coursework. The program is designed to enable students to complete the Ed.D. in three years. The curriculum and timeframe of the Ed.D. with an emphasis in K-12 leadership requires continuous enrollment in the following sequence of the prescribed curriculum for the three consecutive years.

**YEAR ONE (2015-16)**

- First Fall (Aug. 24th-Oct. 6th): EDLD 700 (Seminar)*
- Second Fall (Oct. 21st-Dec. 11th): EDFD 797-I (Seminar)
- Full Spring (Jan. 25th-May 13th): EDRS 606 (Online)
- First Spring (Jan. 25th-March 8th): EDRS 794 (Seminar)
- Second Spring (March 30th-May 13th): EDFD 797-II (Seminar)
- First Summer (June 1st-June 29th): EDFD 797-III (Seminar)
- Second Summer (July 5th-Aug. 2nd): EDRS 607 (Online)

**YEAR TWO**

- Full Fall: EDRS 604 (Online)
- First Fall: EDFD 707 (Seminar)
- Full Spring: EDFD 713 (Online)
- Second Spring: EDFD 797-III (Seminar)
- First Summer: EDCI/EDFD 703 (Online)
- Second Summer: EDLD 721 (Seminar)
YEAR THREE

• First Fall: EDLD 774 (Seminar)
• Second Fall: EDRS 703 (Online)
• First Spring: EDLD 741 (Seminar)
• Second Spring: EDLD 731 (Seminar)

For More Information:
Douglas Davis, Interim Director of K-12 Leadership Doctoral Programs
Department of Leadership & Counselor Education
School of Education, The University of Mississippi
125 Guyton Hall
University, MS 38677
(662) 915-1459
drdavis@olemiss.edu

*Each course is 3 credit hours and each seminar includes three Friday-Saturday sessions